PRESSKIT 2017

BIOGRAPHY

Jérémie Naulet is an electronic DJ and Producer based in Paris, France. He discovered
the Techno movement in the German clubs at the age of 17 and quickly became
passionate about DJing.
He worked as a resident DJ in different clubs both in France and Germany and in 2001
enrolled himself at the prestigious “DJ-Network” School in Southern France to perfect his
technique and knowledge. A year after graduating he became one of the school's
teachers and participated in the opening of a second establishment in Paris as a
manager where he worked for 8 years.
During this time he also began composing and signed his first Dubstep productions to
French and US labels under the name Sumsquare, later a glitch-hop style band called
Skillfulgorilla was born together with a fellow friend and producer. Signed with different
labels like High Intensity Records and Heavy Artillery, Skillfulgorilla reached the
number one spot on The Beatport Glitch-Hop charts in 2014.
In 2017 Jérémie decided to come back to his roots and create a Techno and House
project under his real name, Jérémie Naulet. His unusual career gives him a different
approach to DJing and Producing, proving with his work and style that there are other
avenues to explore in the world of electronic music.
“It is a musical project between melodic Techno and House, with a goal to create a track
with a great groove and melody.” Composing everything himself gives Jérémie the
freedom to create a more versatile sound, using different kind of chords, scales and
modulations to infuse jazz, soul or classical into the dynamics of Techno and House.
LINKS
Soundcloud: https://soundcloud.com/jeremienaulet
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/nauletjeremie
Mixcloud: https://www.mixcloud.com/jeremienaulet
For booking and enquiries, please contact Noir Agency : booking@noir-agency.com
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RIDER

Technical rider:

	
 

	
 
	
 

	
 
	
 
*Pioneer DJM 900 Nexus

2 x Pioneer CDJ 2000 Nexus

*Monitor volume must be controlled by DJ mixer
*Large fan located near DJ setup

Hospitality requirem ents:
*Nonsmoking room with WI-FI
*Dinner in a restaurant \ Hotel
*Late Check Out until 14:00
Please send the travelling options at least 3 weeks in advance for artist approval.
If there is any change in the technical rider please report it to Jenifer Wilson :

jeniferwilson@noir-agency.com

